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                            Save with premium combi ovens!

                            Discover advanced features, comparisons and unique technical details resulting in savings.


                             Check Smart Investment Brochure, click on "READ MORE".


                            READ MORE                                    
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                            Hesitating over which combi oven to buy for your business? We’ll make it easier for you.


                            Here are seven reasons to choose a Retigo Vision combi oven 


                            READ MORE                                    
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                            We’ve filmed some new video recipes for you! Seen them yet?


                            No? Head right for our YouTube channel! 
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                            "The food has perfect colour, is juicy and looks nice. Retigo combi ovens definitely save work and time, they are very reliable and contain many programs."


                            JURAJ HOLLÝ, chef in Hotel Akvamarin, Slovakia
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                            "The cooking results with Retigo are excellent, everything works without problems. Working with combi ovens is just a pleasure."


                            RYAN DARLEY, chef in Pansky pivovar Holesov, Czech Republic


                            READ MORE                                    
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                            Discover the advantages of the Retigo Combionline system!

                            A simple and safe solution for controlling and monitoring your device, with great possibilities even from the other side of the world.
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                            "The Retigo oven is my best friend in the kitchen. The advantage is the speed, but also the reliability of the machine."


                            SONA SYKOROVA, PIVO Bar Chef, London, UK
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                            The Retigo Vision combi oven presents one of the most economical combi oven available on the market.

                            A combination of unique technical solutions will save the user money, while at the same time helping to save the environment.
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                        VISION COMBI OVENS
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                        RETIGO professional combi ovens feature a functional design, automatic cleaning, economic water and electricity consumption for every model.

                        More information
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                        We recommend adding brand-name additions and appropriate accessories to all the cooking equipment in our offer.

                        More information
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                        A complete, efficient kitchen also needs high-quality holdomats to keep food at serving temperature.

                        More information
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                            New gastro containers catalogue

                                                        Which GN container is better for cooking, grilling or baking? With the new catalogue of gastro containers, you won't have to worry anymore!

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Energy Star approved: Retigo combi oven B621i

                                                        We had the energy efficiency of another combi oven, the electric model 6 pan full size B621i, tested on a non-binding basis and we are happy to announce that…

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            Great Interview on the Retigo combi oven’s 30th anniversary

                                                        Did you know that this year marked the 30th anniversary of the first combi oven produced? Maybe some readers even remember the company’s beginnings. But…
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                            Bidfood Expo

                                                        21. - 23. 05. 2024
Country: Prague, Czechia
Hall / Stand: 1 / 130
More about the fair

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            GUEXT

                                                        18. - 21. 10. 2024
Country: Madrid, Spain
Hall / Stand: 4 / 4A08
More about the fair

                        
                    

                    
                        
                            FHA - HoReCa

                                                        22. - 25. 10. 2024
Country: Singapore
Hall / Stand: 4/4M2-08
More about the fair
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        RETIGO s.r.o., Láň 2310, PS 43, 756 61 Rožnov pod Radhoštěm

        Tel.: +420 571 665 511, Fax: +420 571 665 554, E-mail: info@retigo.cz 


        Privacy Policy
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